Dear Friends of CFAC,

Spring semester 2014 is almost upon us and brings with it another ambitious series of concerts, theatre productions, writers, gallery exhibits, lectures, and films. We hope you will join us and enjoy the diversity of the outstanding events you see listed on this calendar. There is something here for everyone, and all of it at minimal or no cost. I encourage you to continue to take advantage of these wonderful opportunities and visit our beautiful campus often to see and hear the range of what we have to offer.

Terry Wright, Interim Dean
College of Fine Arts and Communication
MUSIC

Jan. 14  7:30 pm  Carl Anthony/Kazau Murakami  Faculty Recital, Piano  SFA RH
Jan. 16  7:30 pm  Jeffery Vickers/HoRodigo Vila  Guest Artist, Saxophone  SFA RH
Jan. 18  7:30 pm  rom suzuki, Guest Artist, Tuba  SFA RH
Jan. 19  7:30 pm  Mary Beth Orr, Guest Artist, Horn  SFA RH
Jan. 23  7:30 pm  marke tyson, r-sauce: horn, percussion  SFA RH
Jan. 29  7:30 pm  Lorraine luzio-kazau murakami  Faculty Recital, Oboe  SFA RH
Feb. 1  All Day  Double Reed Day  SFA RH
Feb. 2  2:00 pm  Brent Shires/Terrie Shires  Faculty Recital, Horn  SFA RH
Feb. 6  7:30 pm  Faculty Chamber Music  SFA RH
Feb. 9  5:00 pm  Justin Cook, Faculty Recital, Trombone  SFA RH
Feb. 11  7:30 pm  Vadym Kolodenko  Winner of the 2013 Van Cliburn Piano Competition with Conway Symphony Orchestra  SFA RH
Feb. 18  7:30 pm  Pinnacle Brass Quintet, China Showcase  RPH
Feb. 19  7:45 pm  Symphonic Band  RPH
Feb. 22  7:45 pm  Conway Symphony Orchestra  RPH
Feb. 27  7:45 pm  Percussion Ensemble  RPH
Mar. 1  7:45 pm  Percussion Ensemble  SFA RH
Mar. 6  7:45 pm  susanne menzer, mezzo-soprano  Artist in Residence  SFA RH
Mar. 8  7:30 pm  Jason Hausback, Guest Artist, Trombone  SFA RH
Mar. 11  7:30 pm  Jazz Ensembles  SFA RH
Mar. 13  7:30 pm  Wind Ensemble  SFA RH
Mar. 15  7:30 pm  Conway Symphony Orchestra  SFA RH
Mar. 16  3:00 pm  UCA Student Composers Forum  RPH
Mar. 17  7:30 pm  UCA Concert Choir  SFA RH
Mar. 20  7:30 pm  Faculty Chamber Music: The Music of Bruce Adolph  SFA RH
Mar. 21  7:45 pm  Trombone Choir  SFA RH
Mar. 24  7:45 pm  Opera Performance  RPH
Apr. 1  7:45 pm  Opera Performance  RPH
Apr. 4  7:45 pm  opera performance  RPH
Apr. 13  7:00 pm  Opera Scenes  SFA RH
Apr. 13  7:30 pm  Norman Boehm, Guest Artist, Piano  SFA RH
Apr. 15  7:30 pm  Symphonic Band/University Band  SFA RH
Apr. 17  7:30 pm  UCA Concert Choir  RPH
Apr. 19  All Day  Trombone Day  SFA RH
Apr. 22  7:30 pm  Percussion Ensemble  SFA RH
Apr. 24  7:30 pm  University Choir  SFA RH

COMMUNICATION

Apr. 23  2:00 pm  Senior Capstone Poster Presentations  presenting senior research projects  WTH UP

ART/BAUM GALLERY

January and February Exhibitions

Jan. 16- Feb. 20  On View  SFA A+H

24th Annual Arkansas College Art History Symposium

Mar. 13  7:30 pm  Keynote Address: “The Birth of New Deal Art: The Public Works of Art Project” by Dr. Ann Prentice Wagner, Curator of Drawings, Arkansas Arts Center  RPH
Mar. 14  9 am-4 pm  Symposium Presentations by Arkansas College Students  RPH

ARKansas College Art History Symposium

April 1-24  On View  SFA A+H
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MASs COMMUNICATION & THEATRE

Jan. 31  7:30 pm  Fury: Tails with a Twist  RPH
Feb. 1  7:30 pm  Almost, Maine  SFA BLT
Feb. 13-14  On View  SFA BLT
Feb. 18  7:00 pm  UCA Digital Filmmaking Graduate Thesis Film Screening  RPH
Feb. 19-21  7:30 pm  A Opal’s House  SFA BLT
Feb. 25  5:30 pm  UCA Film Festival  RPH

WRITING

Feb. 13  10:50 am  Miranda July, Artist in Residence  WTH 311
Feb. 17  1:00 pm  Arkatest Undergraduate Reading  WTH GF
Feb. 18  1:40 pm  Arkatest Graduate & Faculty Reading  WTH GF
Feb. 19  11:00 am  Padma Viswanathan: Arkatest Craft Talk  WTH GF
Feb. 20  2:00 pm  Padma Viswanathan: Arkatest Reading  WTH GF
Mar. 31  7:00 pm  Vignette: The Best of Matthias Heinrici: Arkatest Craft Talk  WTH 311
Apr. 7  7:00 pm  Rose Wilkerson, Lecturer, UC Berkeley  WTH GF
May 3  TBA  WTH GF
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Publishing Workshop  TBD